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INTRODUCTION

keris

Fig. 1. The reconstruction of an Iron Age dwelling built in 2010–2011.
Jn 1. 2010–2011 ehitatud rauaaegse eluhoone rekonstruktsioon.
Photo / Foto: Viire Pajuste
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the quality of the building and get a better picture of the living conditions in the iron
increase general interest in our heritage.
Archaeological experiments in estonia to study technological processes and materials have been conducted in making ceramics (kriiska et al
iron smelting (kriiska et al. 1991; Peets 2003, 131 ff) and building of trebuchet (saimre
et al. 1991) and cultivatet al. 2011) have also been conducted.
the reconstruction of an iron Age log house is one of the most large-scale experimental archaeology projects in estonia and it may be considered a success. Besides an-

-

reconstruction, the location and measures of the heap of stones in the north-eastern

-

and solutions to possible questions and problems emerging during the experiment. the
bachelor thesis (see Pajuste 2009 and the literature cited) and ethnographic parallels
2012) defended at the University of tartu in 2012.
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THE BUILDING EXPERIMENT
methods to apply. in order to solve the initial problems Joosep Metslang, a specialist

process, suggested mainly by the participants.
-

tanel saimre created the time-lapse1

-

Working time, methods and skills
iron Age, largely due to the human factors, e.g. tool handling, motivation, experience
-

in the course of the experiment some additional challenges arising from the con-

the overall increase of time spent on the construction and the elongation of the
-

thus make a more considerable contribution.

-

house. Practices and principles of construction normally become clear in the course of

1
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a neighbour, the second one for a friend
and the third one for yourself’.
-

Fig. 2. A tool for marking long groove, made from
a willow branch.
Jn 2. Pajuvitsast valmistatud tööriist varade
märkimiseks.
Photo / Foto: Viire Pajuste

ticipate at the construction and use the
ensure a stable composition of their team
and increase productivity. whether, to
could be even more decreased are subject
Selection of tools

most based on archaeological material,
2003, 199; tvauri 2012, 123), a chisel
Fig. 3. A hewing tool for cutting branches and twisted
wood fibres.
Jn 3. Raiumisraud okste ja viltujooksvate puidukiudude läbiraiumiseks palkide lõhestamisel.
Photo / Foto: Anna Kolossova

(Peets 2003, 210) and a timber shave
logical information about the use of the
long groove tool (est. vararaud) at the
time. At the start of the experiment it
in the absence of any better alternatives

formed its function perfectly.

Fig. 4. Making wedge-split boards.
Jn 4. Kisklaudade tegemine.
Photo / Foto: Viire Pajuste
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-

-

roughing logs).
Building the roof
logical material found from old ladoga that has been dated to the 10th century and

Fig. 5. The rafters are placed on the last but one (the ninth) log.
Jn 5. Sarikad toetuvad eelviimasele (üheksandale) palgikorrale.
Photo / Foto: Viire Pajuste
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thermore, to calculate the declination of
(26º), the chronicle of henry of livonia
author has described the battle of kare-

Fig. 6. The support construction of the roof was
prepared separately from the house.
Jn 6. Katuse kandekonstruktsioon valmistati ette
hoonest eraldi.
Photo / Foto: Viire Pajuste

roofs and piles of logs.
According to conceptual architectural design the structure supporting the
and built on supporting boarding. in the
add purlins to strengthen the structure.

ly much heavier.
in the course of the experiment a
ceptual design originally designated that

Fig. 7. Assembling the support construction of the roof.
Jn 7. Katuse kandekonstruktsiooni kokkupanemine.
Photo / Foto: Viire Pajuste

sured for the roof structure: the rafters of

such solution also eliminated the problem of thermal resistance. since relatively mas-

-

into account in the future.
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EXPERIMENT OF LIVING IN THE RECONSTRUCTED HOUSE
hay under sheepskin.

keris
noticeable, but not as great as feared. the temperature difference at different heights

Fig. 8. Smoke level in the house.
Jn 8. Suitsupiir hoone sees.
Photo / Foto: Viire Pajuste
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2

result.

considering

keris-stove.
-

decreased, the smoke level shifted higher. At the same time the experiment created a
can affect the concreteness of the smoke level – still needs further examination.
living in the experimental house gave the participants a very important experi-

lived in the reconstructed building, the participants of the experiment started to think

THE RÕUGE EXPERIMENT AS POPULARIZATION OF ARCHAEOLOGY

ate greater interest in our past heritage. here, too, the experiment can be considered a
success. Already during the construction experiment the number of interested parties
solutions to different issues. Many kept themselves constantly informed about the pro-

ly greater interest in the project than the construction phase. it could be observed
ca. 2000–3000, but it increased by 1000 to nearly 4000 just on
until the end of the experiment. thus, it can be concluded that the reconstructed
building plays an important role in introducing the ancient living conditions to a
the experiments have also been used for educational purposes. the reconstructed

2
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teachers have already put their experience to use in teaching their subject. Also, a pres-

in order to keep the building from breaking apart and maintain its sustainability,
planned and the house itself is ideal for interdisciplinary studies. on the basis of the
project experience it can be concluded that there is a need to conduct similar activities. the project deserves to be expanded and the development of an iron Age complex
CONCLUSIONS
us to experience and better understand iron Age living conditions. during the recon-

the support structure. the rafters are not resting on the uppermost log, but on the
penultimate log.
tions about the smoke level in the building. Analysing the results of the experiment it
ity, the variance of temperatures inside and outside, and the presence or absence of an
entrance-room.
ing constructed in the course of the experiment is of good quality, the applied solutions
are good and no mistakes have been made in the construction.
-
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NOOREMA RAUAAJA ELUHOONE REKONSTRUEERIMINE:
ARHEOLOOGILINE EKSPERIMENT RÕUGES 2010–2012
Viire Pajuste
elamise eksperiment 2012. a talvel.

vatele probleemidele.

sioon, mis eksperimendis osalejatel oli oluliselt erinev rauaaja inimeste omast.

-

kasutamist. Vararaua kasutamise kohta noorema rauaaja eesti alal arheoloogiline info puudub. kohe eks-

teralist peitlit meenutav raiumisraud (jn 3, 4).

ehitada ka eelnevat töökogemust omamata.

-

-

lisamisega tugevamaks muuta.

savipotis ja magati heintel, lambanahkade vahel.
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olu – vajab edaspidist kontrolli.

-

-

olulist rolli ka muinasaja elamistingimuste tutvustamisel laiemale publikule.

